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In "My Secret History", award-winning writer Paul Theroux offers the reader an exciting insight into the
double-life of Andre Parent in six compelling snapshots. "Written with a rare intensity of both intelligence
and feeling...a superbly realistic evocation of the journeys (both dark and comical) of the human heart".
(Salman Rushdie, "Observer"). "Nothing on the shelf has quite prepared the reader of "My Secret
History"...Parent saunters into the book aged fifteen, shouldering a .22 Mossberg rifle as earlier, more
innocent American heroes used to tote a fishing pole. In his pocket is a paperback translation of Dante's
Inferno...he is a creature of naked and unquenchable ego, greedy for sex, money, experience, another life".
(Jonathan Raban, "Observer"). "Theroux's best creation, a character who is honest enough to know that he
wants it both ways: to be the lover and also the solitary observer who betrays his loves by turning them into
stories". ("Time"). "Theroux's best fiction to date...combines the surfaces of memoir and travelogue with
cunning fiction". ("Sunday Times"). "Sharp, exact, very evocative...both disturbing and entertaining".
(Anthony Burgess, "Independent"). American travel writer Paul Theroux is known for the rich descriptions
of people and places that is often streaked with his distinctive sense of irony; his novels and collected short
stories, "My Other Life", "The Collected Stories", "The Lower River", "The Stranger at the Palazzo d'Oro",
"A Dead Hand", "Millroy the Magician", "The Elephanta Suite", "Saint Jack", "The Consul's File", "The
Family Arsenal", "The Mosquito Coast", and his works of non-fiction, including the iconic "The Great
Railway Bazaar" are available from Penguin.
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From reader reviews:

Rosa Flint:

Reading a reserve tends to be new life style with this era globalization. With reading you can get a lot of
information that can give you benefit in your life. With book everyone in this world may share their idea.
Guides can also inspire a lot of people. A great deal of author can inspire their reader with their story or their
experience. Not only the story that share in the publications. But also they write about the ability about
something that you need illustration. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your young ones, there
are many kinds of book that exist now. The authors nowadays always try to improve their skill in writing,
they also doing some research before they write to the book. One of them is this My Secret History.

Guillermo Behler:

In this period of time globalization it is important to someone to receive information. The information will
make someone to understand the condition of the world. The healthiness of the world makes the information
simpler to share. You can find a lot of sources to get information example: internet, newspaper, book, and
soon. You can observe that now, a lot of publisher this print many kinds of book. The book that
recommended for you is My Secret History this book consist a lot of the information of the condition of this
world now. This kind of book was represented just how can the world has grown up. The dialect styles that
writer use to explain it is easy to understand. Often the writer made some study when he makes this book.
This is why this book ideal all of you.

David Barthel:

Many people spending their time by playing outside with friends, fun activity using family or just watching
TV the entire day. You can have new activity to spend your whole day by looking at a book. Ugh, you think
reading a book really can hard because you have to use the book everywhere? It ok you can have the e-book,
delivering everywhere you want in your Mobile phone. Like My Secret History which is keeping the e-book
version. So , why not try out this book? Let's see.

Adam Tonn:

What is your hobby? Have you heard this question when you got learners? We believe that that concern was
given by teacher for their students. Many kinds of hobby, Everybody has different hobby. So you know that
little person such as reading or as reading through become their hobby. You should know that reading is very
important as well as book as to be the factor. Book is important thing to increase you knowledge, except your
teacher or lecturer. You will find good news or update with regards to something by book. Amount types of
books that can you take to be your object. One of them is actually My Secret History.
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